
A polyester fleece jacket lined with Pima cotton over
a cotton and Lycra spandex top and pants by Skin.
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Loungewear brand Skin is growing its presence as a trendsetter in
both the innerwear and ready-to-wear realms. 

The company, which was founded by Susan Beischel in 2003,
received a multimillion-dollar cash infusion from a group of
private investors in 2011, and has since expanded its retail
distribution to include major specialty stores, such as Saks Fifth
Avenue, and boutiques in Japan, Singapore and London, as well
as Net-a-porter. An rtw collection, which has been expanded to
include pieces that can be layered and worn with the innerwear,
was launched in fall 2013 exclusively at all Barneys New York
locations and is now also sold at major specialty stores. The firm
recently moved its showroom and offices to 21 West 38th Street
in Manhattan.

Ken Sitomer, the company’s chief executive officer, said prospects
for spring 2015 are looking “quite favorable” due to strong overall
selling despite a tough weather pattern this year.

“Our distribution has remained fairly consistent with the larger
stores but increasing with specialty stores business. The overall
increases for all accounts are approximately 50 percent from
spring ’14 to fall ’14,” said Sitomer, a former principal of
Caribbean Joe and former ceo of Bidermann Industries, which
held licenses for Ralph Lauren women’s wear, Calvin Klein men’s
wear, Yves Saint Laurent men’s wear and Daniel Hechter men’s
wear.

Sitomer said a licensing deal for Skin may be on the horizon.

“We are presently in conversations with potential licensees but
we will only execute a license if a partner understands our
aesthetic and our distribution and are serious players,” said
Sitomer. “We are staying focused on the lingerie and rtw
categories but actively working on expanding the product
assortment by adding deliveries within those categories. As to
other categories, we know what we can handle at the moment and
what products we cannot.” 

An update on annual wholesale sales was not available. In August
2011, Sitomer projected first-year wholesale sales would be
around $4 million to $5 million. 

Meanwhile, Beischel, who serves as Skin’s president, designer
and creative director, described her inspiration for the fall


